How can architectural design assist in making the past present in meaningful ways when applied to pre-existing buildings that carry particularly notable and troubling pasts? The paper focuses on the Documentation Center housed in the former Congress Hall on Nazi Party Rally Grounds in Nuremberg, Germany, for which Austrian architect Günther Domenig won an invitational competition in 1998. On-site analysis and archival study reveal memory-inducing mechanisms of designation, formal characteristics, physical trace, and memento.

INTRODUCTION
How can architectural design assist in making the past present in meaningful ways when applied to pre-existing buildings that carry particularly notable and troubling pasts? In order to address this question, I will investigate the Documentation Center housed in the former Congress Hall on Nazi Party Rally Grounds in Nuremberg, Germany, designed by Austrian architect Günther Domenig. Here, permanent exhibit titled “Fascination and Terror” presents the rise of the National Socialist Party, the Fuhler cult, Nuremberg as the city of the annual Party Rally, World War II and the Holocaust, and the Nuremberg Trials and after 1945. This architectural piece is ideal for the question being posed for a number of reasons. First, the design was applied to a pre-existing building at which significant historical events took place. Second, remembering the Nazi past is not just worthy but a civic duty. Third, the Center addresses an extremely difficult past. While it is very difficult and painful to recall an experience in which one was the victim, I use the term extremely difficult to mean the past in which one was, or the people one closely associates with were, the perpetrator(s). Additionally, the architect’s personal background makes this case important: Domenig struggled with his own anti-Semitism, whose father was a party member killed by the resistance, and who, when young, had a hard time reconciling with the fact that many important architects were Jewish.1 I will present an analysis of Domenig’s design, through on-site investigation and archival study at the Architecture Center, Vienna, which, after the architect’s death, houses materials from Domenig’s office.2

But first, I will place my question in the context of current issues and events in the United States. 2017 was the year the issues surrounding Confederate monuments intensified. A chain of events started in June 2015, in which nine parishioners were killed by a white supremacist at the Emanuel African Methodist Episcopal Church in Charleston, South Carolina. Immediately afterwards, New Orleans Mayor Mitch Landrieu called for the removal of four Confederate statues from public spaces. On the 27th of the same month, Mayor Dwight C. Jones of Richmond, Virginia, published an opinion piece on the Confederate statues that line up on Monument Avenue of that city.3 In February, 2017, the City Council of Charlottesville, Virginia, voted to remove a statue of Robert E. Lee from a park, which subsequently in July was reamed Emancipation Park. On July 7, the Confederate flag came down on South Carolina’s statehouse grounds. On August 12, violence broke between the protesters and counter-protesters, and a woman was killed by a white supremacist who drove the van into the crowd. Professional and academic organizations including the National Trust for Historic Preservation and the American Historical Association as well as individual scholars including Professor Del Upton, renowned historian of architecture at the University of California, Los Angeles, presented their positions concerning appropriate treatments of Confederate monuments—whether to destroy, remove, or keep them.4

Not only local communities but also Universities were confronted with the issues surrounding artefacts from the past. Harvard’s Business School eliminated from its crest the image related to slavery, and John C. Calhoun’s name was removed from one of Yale’s residential colleges. Radcliffe Institute of Advanced Study at Harvard held a symposium titled “Universities and Slavery: Bound by History” in March of 2017. At the symposium, Hilary Beckles of the University of West Indies quoted one of the judges of the Nuremberg Trials: “We are walking into the desert, and somewhere out there is water. Let us go and find it.” Beckles was using the passage to characterize the complexity of the issues involving universities’ past relations to slavery. The key ethical conundrum is that obliterating the artifacts or their associations with the past does not eradicate the past itself and instead removes the artifacts’ ability to remind us of the past and our chance to confront and understand it. Conversely, preserving artifacts alone does not yield productive discourse unless accompanied by a clear indication that the preservation of artifacts does not affirm the past actions.
BUILDINGS REPRESENTING THE PAST: MECHANISMS AT WORK

Buildings, just as statues, crests, or namesakes, have a way of bringing the past into the present. This is important because experiences of the past often constitute impactful moments in everyday lives and allow a contemplation of existential meaning, but is often neglected by architectural professionals and critics because it lies outside the Vitruvian triad of aesthetic, functional, and structural virtues. It is important to understand the memory-inducing mechanisms of buildings, for they are sometimes similar but not always the same as those of statues, crests, or namesakes do. In an attempt to classify these mechanisms, I have borrowed some concepts from Charles Sanders Peirce and Hans George Gadamer, with some modifications. I have identified four distinct mechanisms: First, a building may commemorate a particular event or individual by being designated to do so. Second, it may refer to the time of its origin by way of its formal characteristics, or carrying a certain style. Third, it may recall an otherwise neglected past by bearing physical traces, just like the palimpsest, an animal hide used by monks as a writing surface, on which, an old writing, once washed out, has resurfaced. These three categories roughly correspond to Peirce’s classification of signs, that are, respectively, symbol, icon, and index. Additionally, since we cannot ignore our common experiences that do not fall into any of the three, I have brought into discussion Gadamer’s concept, that a building may also serve as a memento simply because an event took place there.

Two important considerations need to be made, that, first, any particular building referring back to a past most likely than not carry not one but two or more of the above four categories. Secondly, a building’s presentation of the past is ontological. In other words, individual perceptions of a building are subjective, and the building’s objective traits or histories do not guarantee that the building turns into a place of memory for everybody. Because of this, I believe, there is a role that architectural design can play in assisting in making the past present in meaningful ways when applied to a pre-existing building that carries a notable and troubling past.

The City of Nuremberg’s tie to the Nazi past is complex and multi-layered. First, the Race Laws, later known as the Nuremberg Laws, were announced there in 1935 during the Party Rally; Secondly, the propaganda newspaper Der Stürmer was published there by Julius Streicher, who led the Party’s Franconian division; And thirdly, during 1945-1946 major Nazis responsible for the Holocaust were tried there at the so-called Nuremberg Trials. But above all, Nuremberg’s dark past is rooted in it having been the place of the Nazi Party Rallies, which involved the entire city, physically and socially. Hermann Glaser, influential social historian and Nuremberg’s culture minister since 1964, retrospectively noted: “Eternal jubilation met the Führer of the Franconians when he appeared on Adolf Hitler Square. There was a storm of enthusiasm which subsided only after quite a while.” The overwhelming majority of the women and men of Nuremberg could have avoided this event without any danger of retaliation. Instead, they applauded these national criminals.27

The following section offers an analysis of Domenig’s design, addressing the question of how architectural design can assist in making the past present in meaningful ways when applied to a pre-existing building that carry particularly notable and troubling pasts.

1. DESIGNATION AS A PLACE OF MEMORY

It had taken half a century to designate the former Congress Hall as a place that recalls the City’s involvement in Nazism. During that time, Nuremberg’s citizens went through a number of ideological, political, and moral stances regarding the colossal material evidence of the City’s involvement in the genocide. Denial of the past and willful forgetfulness were prevalent during 1950s and ‘60s, manifested in changing the name to Round Exhibition Building, referring only to the shape and the new purpose; shifting the focus to the City’s medieval and Renaissance pasts manifested in the Castle and Albrecht Dürer House; and proposing destruction of the building.8 The desire to forget the past associated to the building also promoted demolition of the building, just as some people want to destroy Confederate monuments. In 1963, the Association of German Architects proposed the demolition of the building, for the reason that it “remains a contravention of the spirit of the new city. ... We have the responsibility to erase this sign and to sacrifice it.” Additionally, they portrayed themselves as innocent victims, expounding that Nazism had come from outside Nuremberg, and that the City was a casualty of allied bombing.

There also were attempts at adapting the building to other mundane purposes. In addition to the above use as an exhibition hall, there were ideas to apply some substantial work to the building, for additional economic exploitation. Ideas included a football stadium (1955) and an event venue with covered courtyard (1958), which were not pursued for financial and structural reasons. But the notion that the trivial use would suppress the Nazi’s monumental power gained philosophical support from Hannah Arendt’s “Report on the Banality of Evil.”9 During 1970s and ‘80s, profanation was promoted. The U-shaped building was used as a storage with annual rental income to the City. The Nuremberg Symphony gained the use of the southern end block. Since 1986, the courtyard within the southern block was turned into the Serenadenhof, an open-air music venue. Other proposals included a drive-in cinema or an elderly people home.

Meanwhile, a new perspective was emerging. Influenced at least partly by Theodor W. Adorno, who in his lecture in 1959 rejected the contemporary catchphrase “working through the past” as misleading, observing that “its intention is to
close the books on the past and, if possible, even remove it from memory. Instead he promoted the kind of critical self-reflection Freudian theory called for in order to come to terms with the past. In 1985 an exhibition entitled “Fascination and Violence” was installed in the Zeppelin Stand, which was part of Rally Ground complex and designed by Albert Speer.

In 1987, strong opposition was raised against Nuremberg’s businessmen’s proposal to convert the building into a leisure center. This time, Michael Petzet, Conservator General of the Bavarian Conservation Department in Munich, a branch of the National Office for the Preservation of Monuments wrote to the City administration, stating that the building was the “most important testimony of the gigantomania of the National Socialism” and should be left unused, differentiating the Mahnmal, a critical statement about or a warning from the past, from the Denkmal, a mere reminder, or Ehrenmal, which honors someone or something from the past. The Association of Persecutees of the Nazi Regime also protested against the leisure center proposal. Some Nuremberg citizens also offered a proposal, along the line of Petzet, of leaving the courtyard to a planned decay, “to take care of its criminal world of thought.”

An additional ten years had to pass, before a board of trustees for a new documentation center was established in 1997, and in the following year, the City announced an invitational architectural competition for the Dokumentationszentrum Reichspartitagsgelände, to be housed in the uppermost floor of the northern end block. The City expected 100,000 annual visitors. Middle Bavarian and Federal Governments joined the City to fund the project, so did private sponsors and cultural foundations. Eight teams of architects were invited. The deadline was October 23, and the jury met on November 11. The first prize went to Günther Domenig from Graz, Austria.

The designation of the former Congress Hall as a place of memory of the Nazi past was made possible by the memory culture and politics that gradually shifted in the City of Nuremberg and also in Germany. One can observe other documentation centers being recognized and designated around the same time period, including: Topography of Terror in Berlin, the House of Wansee Conference, in the suburb of Berlin.

2. STANDING AGAINST THE NAZI PAST IN FORM
The Documentation Center opened on November 4, 2001. The opening originally was planned for 2000, to coincide with the City’s 950th anniversary; however, it was delayed by a year. Instead, they celebrating the topping of the building on November 15, 2000.

The most striking and pronounced of Domenig’s design for the Documentation Center, acknowledged both by the architect himself and the community leaders, is the Pfahl, or stake, of glass and steel, which cuts diagonally through the orthogonal mass of the pre-existing building of stone, bricks, and concrete. The stake presents a stark contrast in forms and materials against the Nazi building. Explaining this design element, Domenig recalled touring the building for the first time in September, 1998: “During the visit, icy coldness came over me. The dust of the dead in the interior spaces and the architectural translation of the power - there were only right angles and axes.” His idea was to destroy this “power” by cutting into it. The north end of the stake thrusts out of the polychrome marble building, providing a clearly marked entrance to the Documentation Center, visible from afar. In the entrance hall, the main stairs and the elevator, of steel and glass, are aligned with the stake, which lead visitors up to the exhibit floor. Once arriving upstairs, the visitors come onto the top of the stake, which forms a lookout to the front street and the entrance hall (figure 1). The floor here is of frost glass, making clear the notion of incision. After going through the exhibit sequence set in the dark and orthogonal rooms of bricks and concrete, visitors meet up with the stake at its other end, which provides a balcony over the courtyard. Visitors then return to the entrance hall, walking the full length of the stake and descending the full height of the floor.

Formal contrast of the diagonal and the orthogonal can be found elsewhere in the Center. The new study center’s auditorium hovers above the entrance hall, with its underside...
composed of diagonal planes. A bridge that crosses over the original entrance hall has a slight incline downward to the middle point of the span, which makes diagonal possible vertically (figure 2).

3. DISPLAYING EXISTING SCARS AND INFLECTING NEW ONES

Architectural criticisms of the Documentation Center often have focused on the formal and material contrast brought forth by the stake. However, Domenig’s design accomplished much more to bring forth and confront the difficult past behind the former Congress Hall, making possible meaningful architectural experiences. The idea of treating the building not just a container of the exhibition but also an exhibit on its own as a trace of Nazi’s actions did originate with the City. But it was the architect who understood the potential of physical trace. Domenig stated, “This task is exceptional. The exhibition … is a ‘remembrance memorial’ in the truest sense of the words ‘negative contemporary history.’” To start with, Domenig kept the exhibition spaces’ ceilings unfinished, in the state of raw concrete slabs with sharp pointed metals still exposed. He also kept the raw brick interior walls, with irregular protrusions, which had been meant for later construction of additional walls.

While the ceilings and walls remained in its ruined state, the floors presented a design challenge, which Domenig successfully turned to an opportunity. For practical and safety reasons, they had to be finished. Domenig stated: “The existing rooms, their walls and ceilings, are largely preserved in their raw concrete or brick surface structure. The existing bear floors are provided with industrial floor coverings (sealed concrete screeds).” While Domenig’s text does not go any further on this topic, a drawing in the Domenig Archive, dated January 19, 2000, and drawn by Gerhard Wallner of Domenig’s office, shows how the floor finish was applied. The rough row surface of the existing floor was first leveled with mortar of 40 mm thickness, on which insulation of 40mm, foil, and heated floor of 70 mm were applied, and the surface was treated. To be noted for the present discussion is the treatment of the borders of the room. The drawing specifies a bent metal piece of either steel or aluminum of 120 mm tall and 60 mm wide along the joint between the wall and the floor, which created a gap of 60 mm x 60 mm along the perimeter of the room. As
a result, the new floor never touches the pre-existing column or wall, and clearly suggests the contemporary abhorrence toward the Nazi past (figure 3).

The architect’s design strategy to confront the past by keeping new elements away from the existing fabric can be seen elsewhere. The stake and the bridge mentioned above stay detached from the pre-existing bricks and marble. In the entrance hall, this created an interesting detail, in which the corner of the stairs collides with the existing brick wall, bricks were cut into, and the supporting detail creates a visual appearance of the stairs never touching the brick wall (figure 4).

Inserting the stake, setting up a route through all the exhibit spaces, and placing a study center on top presented challenges at execution. At a number of locations existing walls or slabs had to be cut (figure 5). The architect made sure that the sections of the granite, bricks, concrete, and steel were left just as the saw left them, without finish or even polish. Visitors are presented the physical scars that the Center inflicted upon the Congress Hall, from the entrance and throughout the building. The physical traces therefore not only remind the visitors of the past, but also overtly presents their critical stance against the Nazi actions.

4. QUASI-MEMENTO

The memento by definition requires the person to have personally experienced the past being recalled. With those who experienced the Congress Hall during the Nazi era ageing, or already passed away, efforts were made to turn the former Congress Hall into a place of quasi-memento for the younger generations. First, the Center collected oral history. The community members willingly participated. In April 1998, four months before the competition was first announced, Gregor Schöllgen, Professor of Modern History at the University of Erlangen, who was involved in setting up the permanent exhibition, shared his pleasure that “many witnesses agreed to talk about their experiences.” The last stop on the visitors’ route is dedicated to those records, including videos of elderly women recollecting them competing against each other on how many times they managed to have glimpses of the Führer on a Rally day and of a man demonstrating a military salute, using his umbrella for a gun. Some other exhibition techniques to make the past experiences transferable are the use of large-scale photographs of war scenes or cut-outs of Nazi uniform-clad men standing in the middle of the exhibition space.

Architectural design also worked to turn the building into a quasi-memento. In the space near the end of the exhibit sequence, where the narrative is at the height of the horror of the War and the Holocaust, a bridge is set up over the level difference of the floors, detached both from the floor
and the walls of the Congress Hall. Here, horizontal layering of bricks protrudes and recedes significantly from one layer to the other. With the alternate hiding and revealing, the corner of the brick wall raises the visitors' curiosity into the space beyond. Domenig took advantage of the experiential effect of this wall detail. When the visitor reaches the corner, the full-scale photograph depicts a devastating scene of the war. (figure 6) Domenig allowed the architecture, the old and the new together, give out a warning to the future.

CONCLUSION
Nuremberg's Documentation Center, being tasked to show the causes and connections of the "criminal power exercise" of the Nazi state and to show its "violent consequences," stands at a point in time, being a fruit of the decades of the struggles and efforts against the extremely difficult past, and the will to effectuate the past toward the future. Domenig commended the city of Nuremberg for having a clearly defined will to effectuate the past toward the future. Domenig allowed the architecture, the old and the new together, give out a warning to the future.
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